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It’s quite easy really, (depending on if you listened to your math’s teacher in 
school). You simply need to divide the number of teams by the number of players, 
and subsequently assign countries accordingly. Remember you have to be in it to 
win it!! But if a member of your team refuses to play don’t worry, you can still 
always use their name and not tell them. If they win, you take the prize, simple. It’s 

a win win situation.  

STEP ONE
Now that the FuttyMania goody bag has been opened and you’ve all had a root 
through the little goodies and perhaps even had a mini tiff over the merchandise, 
you can move swiftly over to Step 2.

STEP TWO
Empty the names of the countries into the FuttyMania bag. Please note: we have 
(very neatly) cut the country names out for you ourselves, to avoid a fusspot in HR 
requesting a risk assessment form to be completed for using scissors, to complete 

this very basic step! 

STEP THREE
Next get each of your players to pick out a country each, remember, no cheating 
or it’s a straight red!

STEP FOUR
Now, write the name of the person beside the assigned country on the (very 
aesthetically designed) wall chart provided. Note please: to maintain the beauty of 
this fine piece of art, you may want to use a member of staff with the most 
presentable handwriting!!

STEP FIVE
This is the most important part, register your company and give it a cool ‘futty’ 
name at: www.futtymania.co.uk/FMsweepstake so we know you’re playing and 
eligible for winning a prize at the end of the tournament.

STEP SIX
Don’t forget to tag us on social media @futtymania, I mean to be fair, that is what 
the worlds about nowadays right? It’s all about the social media hype! And to be 
fair we deserve a shout out, for all the hard work right! Post a nice pic of the 
players or even video the madness as it unfolds. Sometimes you just gotta do it for 
the ‘gram’ the ‘snap’ and the ‘tweets’!

STEP SEVEN
Now relax and enjoy the World Cup (even if you picked out a team who is least 
likely to win, be a sport, do it for the banter).  Support your team faithfully and 
wholeheartedly when they play. Don’t forget the winning country/player will win 
a prize at the end of the tournament.


